Introduction

Long Wood Nature Trail

There are nature trails at Black Rock and Velvet Bottom. You can choose to follow a short trail marked with red posts and then continue with numbered stops at points of interest and then return to start. A short trail can be used to visit points of interest on the long trail.

Also there is the entrance mimicry trail to follow. The distinctive mimicry trail is designed to help children explore the landscape in safety, and then join on to the short trail route.

Once you have walked on the short trail, you are in the main nature reserve. There are two marked nature trails, one of Long Wood Nature Trail and the other at Velvet Bottom Nature Trail. Both are a large nature reserve and a manages Somerset Wildlife Trust on behalf of the National Trust, who purchased the site in 1971. It consists of 74 hectares (182 acres) of flower rich limestone grassland, woodland and rock outcrops at the head of Cheddar Gorge.

The nature reserve is one of Somerset Wildlife Trust’s, Black Rock Nature Trails. It is a Site of Special Scientific Interest which provides protection to the plants and animal wildlife.

Black Rock Nature Trail

Long Wood is a nature reserve managed by Somerset Wildlife Trust on behalf of the National Trust, who purchased the site in 1971. It consists of 74 hectares (182 acres) of flower rich limestone grassland, woodland and rock outcrops at the head of Cheddar Gorge. The nature reserve is one of Somerset Wildlife Trust’s, Black Rock Nature Trails. It is a Site of Special Scientific Interest which provides protection to the plant and animal wildlife.

As a charity we rely on the generous support of our members and the 30,000 volunteers that enjoy a healthy natural environment.

Love Somerset, Love Nature

Join us

Become a member today by visiting www.somersetwildlifetrust.org/membership or by calling 01643 870500.
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Mendip Hills Living Landscape

Somerset Wildlife Trust is leading a unique living landscape for the Mendip Hills, seeking to reverse the loss of native wildlife and biodiversity by creating a corridor of nature reserves. We are working in partnership with other organizations and communities to create a landscape where wildlife and people can thrive.
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